A critical mass of Internet users will soon enable wide diffusion of electronic communication within medical practice. E-mail between physicians and patients offers important opportunities for better communication. Linking patients and physicians through e-mail may increase the involvement of patients in supervising and documenting their own health care, processes that may activate patients and contribute to improved health. These new linkages may have profound implications for the patient-physician relationship. Although the federal government proposes regulation of telemedicine technologies and medical software, communications technologies are evolving under less scrutiny. Unless these technologies are implemented with substantial forethought, they may disturb delicate balances in the patient-physician relationship, widen social disparities in health outcomes, and create barriers to access to health care.

This paper seeks to identify the promise and pitfalls of electronic patient-physician communication before such technology becomes widely distributed. A research agenda is proposed that would provide data that are useful for careful shaping of the communications infrastructure. The paper addresses the need to 1) define appropriate use of the various modes of patient-physician communication, 2) ensure the security and confidentiality of patient information, 3) create user interfaces that guide patients in effective use of the technology, 4) proactively assess medicolegal liability, and 5) ensure access to the technology by a multicultural, multilingual population with varying degrees of literacy.

The Present State of Electronic Medicine

Internet technologies have become useful tools for medical practice. Online, physicians can search the medical literature and find both synoptic and full-text medical journal content (6–10). Patients have access to medical information, self-help and support groups, and even medical experts (11–13). The World Wide Web can be used to link patient data across multiple institutions for retrieval by providers at the point of service or by researchers (14, 15). The Internet also allows visual contact. For example, the National Library of Medicine’s Tele-
The Promise of E-Mail

E-mail can connect physicians with patients, thereby increasing access to care, enhancing patient education, augmenting screening programs, and improving adherence to treatment plans. Barriers to access often arise simply because physicians can be difficult to reach (32). Unlike telephone conversations, which require both parties to be available at the same time, e-mail, like voice mail, is an asynchronous mode of communication (33, 34), essentially creating continuous access to the health care system.

A widening gap is developing between the crucial need for transmitting more information and the relatively few and often brief face-to-face opportunities for communication between physicians and patients. The quality of these personal encounters is further diminished by the need for physicians to address administrative issues, such as referrals, insurance approvals, and rejected claims, during precious contact time. Inadequate communication, now more the rule than the exception, leads to increased stress (35), diminished satisfaction (36, 37), decreased adherence to therapeutic regimens (38, 39), and elevated risk for malpractice claims (40). Linking patients and physicians through e-mail could increase the involvement of patients in the supervision and documentation of their own health care, processes that may activate patients and contribute to improved health (41–44). An example of electronic linkages activating patients is CHESS (Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System), an interactive computer-based system used to support persons with AIDS and HIV infection (45).

Telephone and voice mail technologies have been effective in screening for mental disorders and substance abuse (46, 47). For example, computer-generated telephone reminders can improve compliance with preschool immunization visits (48). Standard e-mail or e-mail with an interface allowing structured data entry may allow more effective triage and automation of messaging than voice and video mail do.

Whether e-mail between physicians and patients can have advantages for the therapeutic relationship is a question worthy of investigation. We propose a research agenda structured around foreseeable problem areas in electronic patient–physician communication.

Potential Pitfalls of E-Mail and the Need for a Research Agenda

Inappropriate Use of Communication Tools

Health care providers need a framework for choosing the communication mode that is most appropriate for each situation. Certain kinds of communication needs may be satisfied through e-mail. For example, the patient may use e-mail to make an appointment. He or she may request general information, such as a list of low-sodium foods, or specific information, such as a modified insulin dosage based on home monitoring of glucose levels. The physician might initiate e-mail contact to conduct routine guidance and education (for example, to advise a new mother to put her baby to sleep on his back), to remind a patient of an upcoming visit, or to check on a patient's progress (for example, in a smoking cessation program). In contrast, the use of e-mail might be contraindicated in some areas, and face-to-face or telephone contact might be required. Use of e-mail by patients for urgent needs could lead to problems not being addressed quickly enough. It might also be inappropriate for physicians to use e-mail to communicate abnormal or confusing test results or to relay bad news. The diagnosis of a new problem requiring a complex and dynamic dialogue might be best handled synchronously. Face-to-face contacts are optimal for making
many diagnoses, although elaborate telephone triage systems have been successfully used for this purpose (49). Preference for the use of e-mail will depend on the context as well as on the individual physician and patient. Just as some physicians now feel more comfortable than others with telephone medicine, so must physicians exercise personal discretion in their use of e-mail.

Used properly, e-mail may promote increased contact between physicians and patients. By increasing opportunities for communication before and after visits, e-mail might help optimize the value of personal encounters. Empirical studies, as well as expert consensus panels, are needed to develop general guidelines to direct patients and clinicians to use the contextually appropriate mode of communication. Evidence-based indications and contraindications for e-mail in the medical context must be clearly specified so that e-mail is used appropriately and does not become a barrier to telephone or face-to-face contact.

Security and Confidentiality

The confidentiality of medical information (50) and the privacy of e-mail are paramount. Patients or physicians who use e-mail in the workplace for medical interchange are not assured of confidentiality and may inadvertently expose sensitive details of illness or social circumstances to an employer. Furthermore, patients who use family e-mail accounts at home may lack privacy from spouses, children, or parents. Medical account addresses could be distinct from other personal or professional ones. Medical e-mail addresses and the messages generated through them should be reliably documented and linked to the patient’s medical record. Such linkage can be accomplished in various ways, from simply including a patient identifier to embedding a hypertext link to a Web-enabled medical record (14).

A critical decision will be the selection of a set of national health identifiers, as called for by the Health Portability Act of 1996 (23). Naive use of broadly disseminated identifiers may be unwise. For example, one proposed identifier, the Social Security number, can easily be used to identify a patient and link his or her health record to other records, such as those in financial and marketing databases (51). The Computer Science and Telecommunication Board of the National Research Council (52) recommends procedures to authenticate the user’s identity and to encrypt stored or communicated data to prevent unauthorized access. Perhaps the best-developed technology for authenticating messages is public key cryptography (53). This technology requires that every participant be assigned a pair of “keys.” One key is public and can be widely shared over the Internet; the other key is private. Messages encrypted with the public key can only be decrypted by the private key and vice versa. The patient can send a message to his clinician by encrypting it with the clinician’s public key so that only the clinician can decrypt the message with her private key. Similarly, a clinician can prove that she is the sender of a message (that is, she can authenticate the message) by encrypting her name (or other identifier) with her private key. The patient can then decrypt the clinician’s name only with the clinician’s public key. For public key cryptography to be effective in the context of a health delivery system, research into rapid and secure methods for distributing keys must be conducted. Methods by which consumers can easily apply such keys must be also be developed.

Although electronic communications must be protected from unauthorized interlopers, most violations of the confidentiality of electronic data are committed by authenticated persons (52). To prevent these breaches within organizations, further study is needed to provide a framework for developing institutional confidentiality policies, education programs, and effective legislation.

Guiding Patient Communication

A well-designed interface could guide patients as they create messages and could help triage messages received at the physician’s practice. Patients could create messages by choosing from menu categories; simple scheduling questions, for example, could be automatically directed to the front desk staff, or prescription refill requests could be directed to the practice nurse. The interface should also have safety features to ensure appropriate communications. For example, the patient could be required to specify the priority of a message. If the patient indicates that the message is urgent, the system would either display a warning screen suggesting a telephone call or a visit or trigger an alert to the physician, such as an alarm or a page.

Many physicians are concerned that they could be overwhelmed by long, numerous e-mail messages from their patients. The interface could effect flow control by tracking the number and length of messages being sent by patients; when thresholds defined by the individual provider are exceeded, the system could suggest a telephone call or visit. Furthermore, the interface might passively encourage brevity by offering only a small window for text entry and thereby suggesting the appropriate length of a message. Given the flexibility afforded by connectivity, the patient could be given the option of receiving automated responses to certain routine queries; this would remove the physician from certain highly selected communication loops. Health services and informatics methods should be applied
to study the effect of modifying the human–computer interface on communication. There is a fine line between filtering out inappropriate communication and creating a barrier to access.

Hypotheses about the influence of e-mail on costs and use of health services must be tested rigorously. Improved access to clinicians may reduce the need for some visits. Enhanced communication about health promotion and disease prevention programs might reduce morbidity and mortality. On the other hand, e-mail communication and the formalization and documentation of the patient–physician dialogue may increase both appropriate and inappropriate use of services. Some patients may become nervous and seek urgent health care. When the dialogue appears in the written record, some physicians may be less willing to reassure patients and may have a greater tendency to recommend health care visits or diagnostic testing.

Medicolegal Liability

The use of e-mail has complex medicolegal implications. Most office staff will be unable to respond instantly to e-mail from patients. A safe and reliable system must somehow prevent the generation of messages that require urgent or emergency responses if the messages might remain unanswered for a long time. In addition, with the current proprietary e-mail systems, one party has no way of knowing whether the other has received a critical message. Again, research into the features of the human–computer interface is required. Electronic receive-and-read receipts could show both clinician and patient that important contacts were made.

The inherently superior documentation of e-mail communication compared with telephone calls, for example, could either protect against or increase physician liability. The medical community should establish guidelines for medical record storage and the organization of e-mail correspondence. Once e-mail is in widespread use between physicians and patients, surveillance should be set up that will allow the legal system to derive risk management principles specific to the new and evolving situation.

Inequitable Access to Technology

Inequitable distribution of a new technology may widen social disparities in health care access and outcomes. An effective therapy that has differential access according to socioeconomic characteristics or ethnicities may cause a divergence in health status outcomes among segments of the population (54). Although Internet access is skewed toward wealthier, more educated users (55, 56), market forces may shape a substantially more equitable distribution. Such businesses as telephone companies, cable television providers, technology companies, and mass media conglomerates have identified this vast market for information as a major area for investment and development. Web-browsing technology will soon be built into standard televisions. Medicine will need to adapt the technology, not create it. Penetration of this technology into the average U.S. home will probably parallel that of personal electronic items other than high-end computers. In 1995, only 33% of U.S. homes had personal computers, but 85% had videocassette recorders and 97% had color televisions (57).

With increased use of the Internet for everyday consumer commerce, repeated predictions of widespread degradation or “brownouts” in the quality of service have been made (58). The Next Generation Internet, however, will provide a much larger transmission capacity (59). Even now, many techniques are available to improve performance of the current capacity. For example, transmission of large files (such as a cardiac angiogram) can be done during off-peak hours.

Medical systems offering electronic medical communication should research and monitor rates of access within their diverse patient populations. Cost-effectiveness analyses should establish the medical and economic advantages to the system of patient access to e-mail. The cost-effectiveness of providing technology to targeted patient populations might be studied. Even if widespread access is achieved, interface design research is still critical. If patients are required to deal with complex, poorly designed user interfaces or interfaces that require a high reading level, whole segments of the population may be cut off from the benefits of the system. Voice and video capabilities of e-mail systems could improve access for patients who are not literate.

In addition, if widespread access is to be promoted, the technology must be used sensibly. Rates of access will improve if software to communicate with a health system or physician practice is accessible from any Internet-connected device. Conversely, access will be diminished if patients are required to have specialized software on a local hard drive or a proprietary e-mail account (60).

Conclusions

E-mail between physicians and patients offers substantial promise as a way to improve access to health care, to let physicians reach out to patients, and to increase the involvement of patients in their own care. Because electronic communication between patients and providers has not yet occurred on a large scale, the opportunity still exists for patients, physicians, and software engineers to evaluate the impact that the technology will have on
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When he got warm, he got happy again. Several years ago Dr. Hawkins, who treated both Hellman and Sylvia on the ridge and then in the hospital, told me that, if I were burned and wanted to be as happy as Joe Sylvia had been, I should get terribly burned. "Then," he said, "your sensory apparatus dumps into your bloodstream." He added, "Usually it takes until the next day to clog your kidneys. In the meantime, it is possible to have spells when you think you are happy."

Norman Maclean
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Chicago: Univ of Chicago Pr; 1992
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